






























































































- Time histories, 1/3rd-Octaves, Narrowband
- Auralizations
- PNL, PNLT vs. emission angle
- EPNL, SEL (certification point, contour)
- Aircraft/Prediction Information and Metadata
- Flight Trajectory (Throttle, Mach, Altitude, etc.)
- Engine State 
- Source Geometric and Flow PropertiesResults: noise, mission, aircraft 
Outline of Program using ANOPP2 Flight Path Configuration
Engine State Data
Aircraft Definition and Mission
• Atmosphere Data Structure
• Flight Path Data Structure
• Engine System Data Structure
• Geometry Data Structure
• Observer Data Structure
Predict Noise for Mission 
• User defines computational settings





Select ‘Functional Modules’ (partial list)
• ANOPP
• Flight Effects, Propagation
• PAA Effects
• Surrogate Model 
• Farassat’s Formulations




























































































































































































































f (x)  Im f (x  i)  O( 2 )  1e10




















4 pm  QJ Q J A QJ B ret du1 du2
f 0





































































































q  (D1 3)2  (D2  4)3  (D3 12)3  (D4 5)2 1










Vehicle / Engine short name # of Engines Landing gear Engine Scale Factor TOGW (lbs)
T&W:  Regional Jet / direct drive RJ‐DD 2 G550 0.964 89,362
T&W: Single Aisle, small GTF SA‐GTF 2 737 1.042 144,057
T&W: Twin Aisle, med. GTF STA‐GTF 2 767 1.051 287,469
T&W: Large Twin Aisle, large DD LTA‐DD 2 777 0.992 592,563
T&W: Large Twin Aisle, large GTF LTA‐GTF 2 777 1.004 595,364
T&W: Very Large Twin Aisle, med GTF VLTA‐GTF 4 777 0.942 674,846
HWB: Small Twin Aisle, med GTF HWB216‐GTF 2 767 1.005 318,221
HWB: Large Twin Aisle, large DD HWB301‐DD 2 777 1.005 568,333
HWB: Large Twin Aisle, large GTF HWB301‐GTF 2 777 0.961 564,839
HWB: Very Large Twin Aisle, med GTF HWB400‐GTF 3 777 1.205 708,808
T&W: Over Wing Nacelle 98, direct drive OWN98‐DD 2 G550 0.964 89,320
T&W: Over Wing Nacelle 160, small GTF OWN160‐GTF 2 737 1.014 140,761
T&W: Mid‐Fuselage Nacelle, large GTF MFN301‐GTF 2 777 0.928 559,201
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Jet: ST2JET + AOA correction
Core: GECOR (SAE)
Fan: Heidmann: Krejsa model, ACD*(GTF)
Landing gear (nose & main): BoeingLG
Flap-side-edge: BoeingFlap
Leading edge (Krueger): estimated using 
BoeingSlat




engine noise shielding 
ITD noise technology reduction through 
suppression of specific source noise 














Engine states and 
geometric parameters




*ACD= Acoustic Data Module within ANOPP to allow for 
external noise input
ITD 35A: Soft Vane fan noise reduction
GTF source fan noise
ITD 50A: LG and Flap ITD data for RJ prediction & noise reduction,           











BPR FPR BPR FPR BPR FPR
sm DD 9.60 1.60 9.90 1.55 9.80 1.50
lg DD 14.75 1.50 15.25 1.46 16.25 1.37
sm GTF 23.15 1.30 23.75 1.28 24.75 1.23
med GTF 21.45 1.30 22.00 1.28 22.40 1.26
lg GTF 20.40 1.35 20.95 1.32 22.40 1.26
ITD Technologies added:
• Soft vane 
• Partial Landing Gear Fairing
• Flap Side Edge Treatment
25.0 
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